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	Oil fired infrared heaters
	XL 6 oil fired infrared heater
	XL81 oil fired infrared heater
	XL 9 SR Diesel Fired Infrared Heater



	Direct fired heaters
	B 360 direct fired heater



	Indirect fired heaters
	BV 77E indirect fired heater
	BV 110E indirect fired heater
	BV 170E indirect fired heater
	BV 290E indirect fired heater
	BV 470FS indirect fired heater



	Suspended heaters
	Suspended heater GREEN 470 S
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                      Oil fired infrared heaters
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                        Infrared oil heaters deliver heat fast and exactly to the place where it is required without any air movement. 
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                      Direct fired heaters
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                        Direct oil heaters are highly efficient devices that provide large volumes of instant heat where it is required. 
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                      Indirect fired heaters
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                        Indirect oil heaters are highly efficient devices that provide large volume of 100% clean, dry and fume free warm air.  
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                      Suspended heaters
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                        Green series heaters are suspended devices supplied with standard oil burner. They can be used with flexible coated tube.  
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         Distributor: 

         United States & Canada 

         Easy Climate Solutions
           
         
 11325 Sunrise Gold Circle

          Suite A
          
          Rancho Cordova, CA 95742 

         Telephones: 
        
 916 638-1075
         855 MCS-HEAT 

         Call for a dealer near you. 

        

      

     
    

  




  
    
      
            Oil Fired Infrared Heaters

        	XL 6 oil fired infrared heater
	XL 9 ER oil fired infrared heater (metal tank)
	XL 9 ER oil fired infrared heater (plastic tank)
	XL 9 SR oil fired infrared heater (plastic tank)


       

      
        Direct Fired Heaters

        	B 360 direct fired heater


      

      
        Indirect Fired Heaters

        	BV 77E indirect fired heater
	BV 110E indirect fired heater
	BV 170E indirect fired heater
	BV 290E indirect fired heater
	BV 470FS indirect fired heater


      

      
        Suspended Heaters

        	Suspended heater GREEN 470 S
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